
Vision for
Transition

T R A N S I T I O N
D ES I G N

Theory 
of Change

New Ways 
of Designing

Temperament

A vision of the transition to a sustainable society 
that is small, local, connected, place- based but 
globally connected (cosmopolitan localism). 
Reconceiving whole lifestyles. Developing glimpses 
of the ‘not yet’.

The transition to a sustainable society (vision) will 
require new knowledge about natural, social and 
‘designed’ systems. And it will, in turn, evolve our 
vision for the future.

A new theory of change will reshape designers’ temper-
aments, mindsets and postures. And, these ‘new ways 
of being’ in the world will motivate the search for new 
more relevant knowlege.

New ways of designing will help realize the vision but 
will also change/evolve it. As the vision evolves, new 

ways of designing will continue to be developed.

Changes in mindset, posture and temperament will 
give rise to new ways of designing. As new design 

approaches evolve, designers’ temperments/posture 
will continue to change.

Living in/thru transitional times requires a 
mind-set and posture of openess, mindfulness, 
a willingness to collaborate, and ‘optimistic grump-
iness’

•  Understanding/embrace of transdisciplinarity
•  Respect for ‘other’
•  Understanding of and comfort with uncertainty, ambiguity, chaos  
    and contradiction
•  Committed/sense of urgency  

The transition to a sustainable society 
will require new ways of designing that 

are characterized by:

Sensitivity to/design for initial conditions  •
Placed/context-based design  •

Network/alliance building  •
Transdisciplinary design processes  •

Understanding of materiality and its role in built world  •
Looks for potential/amplifies grassroots efforts  •

Beta, error-friendly approach to designing  •
Systems/holarchic approach (design for next level)  •

Evolving co-design processes  •

•  Holistic science: resilience, living systems principles,           
     limits, dynamics of growth/form/pattern in nature
•  Max-Neef theory of needs
•  Socio Technical regimes
•  Post normal science
•  Metis (indigenous, place-based knowledge)
•  Critiques of everyday life
•  Alternative economies and politics
•  Radical holism

Ideas, theories, methodologies from many 
varied fields and disciplines inform a deep 
understanding of the dynamics of change in 
the natural and social worlds.


